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Power Learn
Service Models

Contract Model
Created to supply resources on a
project-by-project basis, Power Learn
apprentices augment your project
team at an affordable hourly rate.

Staffing Model
Designed to provide individual full-time
resources fast, Power Learn apprentices
are interviewed and hired as official
employees of your organization.

Franchise Model
Constructed to standardize industry training,
organizations are provided Power Learn
content and instructor training to conduct
their own Power Learn Academy.

Pipeline Model
Built to sustain resourcing needs,
organizations sponsor Power Learn cohorts
to hire all apprentices as full-time employees
once they’ve completed the program.

It’s no secret that good talent in the technology
industry is difficult to find at an affordable rate.

Recruiting firms require a hefty fee and additional
company resources are needed to ensure quality
training after the talent is hired. It’s time we do
away with the roadblocks that prevent

organizations from finding and keeping top

talent. Power Learn Academy provides certified
resources with your organization’s budget,
timeline, and needs in mind.

“ [My resource] is very detail oriented and
very good at testing and training. A lot of
developers can be lacking in personality,
but [my resource] has that and he’s able to
converse with the client easily. That means
a lot. You can have someone that knows
everything technical, but if they don’t get
along with the client, then they’re not going
to stick around anyway. ”
- Mark Blevins, Aviate Technologies

Power Learn FAQs
What are Power Learn
graduates knowledgeable in?
Power Learn graduates complete the

program with hands-on experience in
consulting, computer science, and project
management. Additionally, they are
knowledgeable in development, Microsoft
technologies, Dynamics 365, Portal and
Power Apps, Power BI and SSRS/SSIS,
Business Central and Finance and Supply
Chain Management, SQL, as well as
interviewing and personal branding.

Can Power Learn apprentices
actually do the work?
Yes. Post-graduation, Power Learn

apprentices are assigned a Senior Solution

How soon can they start?

Architect as a mentor and immediately begin

graduating from Power Learn. You can

producing on client projects. Working on

Resources can start immediately after
select and hire them during their training,
but their actual start date will follow the
program. Since all resources are billed
T&M, you can lock them in, but not spend

working in a team environment and
these projects with a mentor helps them
continue to gain valuable experience and
additional skills quickly, rounding out their
capabilities and adding to their Microsoft

a dollar until they are on your project.

Certifications as they progress. We like to

How many graduates can I
hire at one time?

plugged into the "big DCG brain" by

The amount of resources you can hire

say that our Power Learn apprentices are
benefiting from the expertise of
Dynamic Consultants Group.

depends on the service model you
select. With the Contract and Staffing
models, you may hire as many
individuals as Power Learn has available.
Through the Pipeline and Franchise
models, you can determine how many
resources you’d like to hire and when.

Get the

Resources You
Need Today

